PROXIMITY SERIES SLIDING MOUNTING PLATE

PRX-SMP-15X10.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

We recognize that there is a lot of crossover between the Middle Atlantic and Chief product lines, spanning a few categories. With this in mind, Middle Atlantic will begin to phase out these display mounts and AV storage solutions from now and into 2019. Middle Atlantic’s goal is to make this process as seamless as possible to our partners. If you have further questions, concerns or needs, please contact 973-839-1011.

The industry’s only mounting plate with a sliding design that pulls out from behind the display for easy servicing and concealment of equipment
- Removable, patented Lever Lock™ plate allows for post-installation accessibility without disturbing the display
- Patented UMS pattern simplifies mounting of small devices
- 15” x 10” available space for mounting of components and cable tie-down
- Attachment to VDM Series Multi-Display Wall and Ceiling Mounts, C5 Monitor Mounts, and DisplayStations at the front or back of the mount
- Wall mountable for universal use with any wall mounts

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Discontinued: Yes

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes